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Rabbi Biber’s Message 

Rabbi Biber’s Message—continued on page 2 

Lincolnwood Jewish Congregation AG Beth Israel 

Bulletin 

The Death of Aharon 
A Thought for Tisha b’Av 

 

 "Aharon the Priest ascended Hor Hahar and died there in the 
fortieth year... in the fifth month on the first of the month" (Bamidbar 
33:38).  It is on rare occasions that the Torah actually dates events 
recorded therein.  Even the giving of the Torah at Sinai has no 
biblical date associated with it.  Birthdays, anniversaries and even 
Yahrzeits are of little interest to the Bible.  The tradition that Moshe 
died on the 7th of Adar is one deduced, without 100% accuracy, from 
the narrative of Sefer Yehoshua.  The day of death of our imahot and 
avot are nowhere to be found - even the deaths of Leah and Rivka are 
not recorded in the Biblical text.  Thus it is somewhat unusual that 
the Torah tells us that Aharon died on the "first of the fifth month" or 
Rosh Chodesh Av.  Doubly strange is why this is mentioned in 
parshat Maasei and not in parshat Chukat where Aharon's death is 
actually recorded.  Aharon's death unleashed grief never before or 
after seen amongst the Jewish people - "They wept for Aharon thirty 
days, the entire house of Israel” (Bamidbar 20:29) - surpassing the 
mourning displayed at the death of Moshe.  

 The fact that the date of Aharon's death was recorded in the 
Bible means that it must have historical significance.  The Talmud 
teaches that only those prophecies needed for eternity were recorded 
in Tanach - the thousands of prophetic utterances that had relevance 
only for the generation that heard the words of the prophet were not 
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President’s Perspective 

Rabbi Biber’s Message—continued from page 1 

meant to be and were not preserved.  The life events of Avraham and Sarah and other biblical figures interested the 
Torah little, hence little is recorded about their personal life.  Only that which is necessary for our moral edification 
merits mention in the Torah.  The stories, for example, of Yaakov and Eisav are recorded because they reflect the 
ongoing struggle between the descendants of Yaakov, the bnei yisroel, and those of his protagonist Eisav.  

 The death of Aharon is recorded less for the great personal loss than for the great communal loss for us 
today. Aharon Hakohen is known in our tradition as the ohev shalom v'rdoef shalom, the lover and pursuer of 
peace.  With his death who would ensure communal peace?  Who would, rightly or wrongly (a question debated by 
the commentaries), risk allowing the idolatry of the golden calf to take place in a (failed) quest to prevent strife.  

Dear Fellow Congregants, 

 I just reviewed the article I wrote for last year’s summer Bulletin and it made me want to cry! It 
started “There is so much to talk about in this issue of the Bulletin that it is difficult to know where to 
begin.” That is clearly no longer the case, so I will begin where I left off at the beginning of May. 

 In May, we were all sequestered in our houses, taking short walks while regretting the postponement 
of the Yom Hashoah program. We moaned at the prospect of a Shavuot at home and missed our Shabbat 
kiddush schmoozing. But we weathered it all and more. The pre-Shavuot classes and written material gave 
meaning to the holiday and now—racing through to the end of June—we are actually attending Shul again 

(if in smaller numbers). 

 Moreover, LJCAGBI was just honored by Yeshivas Meor HaTorah, which now 
occupies the AGBI building and is thriving in that space. At their recent fundraiser, 
LJCAGBI was honored by the Yeshiva for our honest dealings and consideration for the 
success of the school. We were just doing the right thing—being menschadik in dealings 
with our fellow Jews. That was a generous and unexpected choice, but we are honored to 
be honored. 

In our absence, Michael Kirshner of Starr Kosher Catering has been operating his catering 
operations through our Shul. Delivered meals are available through Starr Kosher or through 
Tailgators, for Shabbat dinner or for just some variety in your daily diet.  

Next month, construction and repairs will begin on the second floor of the building, in our old 
classrooms. We welcome Yeshiva Ner Naftali, a small yeshiva for high school boys that will be opening in 
mid-August. They will be using exclusively the upper level of the building for study, and our parking lot 
(occasionally) for some recreation.   

Now we have to work at revitalizing our services and programs, even if we have to do so while 
maintaining social distance. We continue to work to bring in a new Rabbi even in these difficult times. Your 
involvement is crucial to our success.  

Your participation in daily services is very much needed—the care taken for the safety of our 
members is noteworthy, with extreme social distancing, quiet services, rotating siddurim (while we 
quarantine books used for several days), and hand sanitizer at the entrance to the Shul.  

Last Shabbat, while the services were short (we were done at 10:30 am!) and congregating was 
discouraged, it was lovely to see people in the flesh instead of on the screen. But if you want to come, be 
sure to sign up on the Shul website (www.ljcagbi.org under “Worship Services”) for the day(s) you plan to 
attend (up to three weeks in advance). Or you can call or text Paul Kramer at 312-343-2200 and he will sign 
up for you. 

Hope to see you soon. 

             Marcia Kramer 

             President (again) 

Rabbi Biber’s Message—continued on page 4 

http://www.ljcagbi.org
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 Announcements 
Mazal Tov: 
 

To Rabbi & Judy Biber on the Bat 

Mitzvah celebration of their 

granddaughter Rayli,  daughter of 

Rabbi Daniel & Shira Kroll. 

To Helaine Ellenby on the birth of 

great grandson Eli Q Savitt, son of 

Jennifer & David Savitt, and to 

Susan & Alan Ellenby and great 

aunt, Helen Rosenberg. 

To Marcia & Paul Kramer on the 

graduation of their daughter Sarah 

from Northern Illinois University. 

To Miriam & Steve Kramer on the birth 

of a grandson, Levi Bennett Kramer 

to Marci & Nathan Kramer and to 

great grandmother Gloria (the late 

Paul) Hyman. 

To Regine & Stuart Meisel on the birth 

of a grandson to Ariella & Yaakov 

Loew. 

To Anna & Myron Moscovitch on the 

graduation of grandson Sammy 

Moscovitch from Ida Crown Jewish 

Academy and to his inclusion in the 

JUF 18 under 18 honor. 

To Dr. Silvia  & Max Panitch on the birth of 

a grandson, Aiden Shalom (William) to 

Liz & Jonathan Panitch. 

Speedy Recovery: 

 Joyce Chabner 

 Helaine Ellenby 

 Debby Goodman 

 Gloria Hyman 
 
Condolences 
 to the family of: 
 

 Howard Chimberoff  
   father of Robert Chimberoff 

 Rose Ann Cope 

 Norman Elster 
   father of Larry Elster 

 Mort Goodman 

 Yael Hoffman 

 Felice Jacobson 
   sister of Harriet Snyder 

 Myrna Rosenberg 

 Dr. Seymour Siegel 
   brother of Joyce Chabner 

 Rabbi Bernard Zeller 
   brother of David Zeller 

 Margot Zeller 
   mother of David Zeller 

 Shaul Ben Zeev 
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An Overview of the Three Weeks 
 

 The "Three Weeks" between the 17th of Tammuz and Tisha B'Av have historically been days of 
misfortune and calamity for the Jewish people. During this time, both the First and Second Temples were 
destroyed, amongst other terrible tragedies. 
 

 These days are referred to as the period "within the straits" (bein hametzarim), in accordance with the 
verse: "all her oppressors have overtaken her within the straits" (Eicha 1:3).  On Shabbat during the Three Weeks, 
the Haftorahs are taken from chapters in Isaiah and Jeremiah dealing with the Temple's destruction and the exile 
of the Jewish people. 
 

 During this time, various aspects of mourning are observed by the entire nation. We minimize joy and 
celebration. And, since the attribute of Divine judgment (“din”) is acutely felt, we avoid potentially dangerous or 
risky endeavors. 
 

ASPECTS OF MOURNING DURING THE THREE WEEKS 
 

 Weddings are not held. (However, engagement ceremonies are permitted.) 

 We do not listen to music. 

 We avoid all public celebrations -- especially those which involve dancing and musical accompaniment. 

 No haircuts or shaving.  

 We do not say the blessing She’he’chianu on new food or clothes, except on Shabbat. 
 

THE NINE DAYS 
 

 The period commencing with Rosh Chodesh Av is called the "Nine Days." During this time, a stricter level 
of mourning is observed, in accordance with the Talmudic dictum (Ta'anit 26): "When the month of Av begins, 
we reduce our joy." 
 

 (1) We avoid purchasing any items that bring great joy. 

 (2) We suspend home improvements, or the planting of trees and flowers. 

 (3) We avoid litigation with non-Jews, since fortune is inauspicious at this time. 

 (4) We abstain from the consumption of meat (including poultry) and wine. These foods are symbolic of 
the Temple service, and are generally expressions of celebration and joy. On Shabbat, meat and wine are 
permitted. This applies also to any other seuduat mitzvah -- for example, at a Brit Milah or at the completion of a 
tractate of Talmud.  Wine from Havdalah may be drunk if there is not a young child to give it to. 

  5) We refrain from wearing newly laundered garments, or laundering any clothes. If the "freshness" has 
been taken out of a garment prior to the Nine Days, it may be worn.  Fresh clothes may be worn for Shabbat.  The 
clothing of small children, which gets soiled frequently, may be laundered during the Nine Days.  Clothes may 
not be laundered even if done in preparation for after Tisha B'Av, or even if done by a non-Jew. 

 (6) We do not bathe for pleasure.  It is permitted to bathe in order to remove dirt or perspiration, or for 
medical reasons.  

 Aharon's death is recorded in parshat Chukat, soon after the incident of the hitting of the rock at Mei 
Meriva. Yet as the Torah records the list of places we encamped during our aimless wandering in the desert, the 
death of Aharon is mentioned again, with the Torah adding the date of death.  At this juncture mention of his 
death is a call to remember the legacy of Aharon, the yearning for peace at almost all costs.  If we are remiss in 
following in Aharon's path, we might have to wander in exile again for many years.  

 "When Av enters we diminish our joy." The hatred or even more tragically the indifference that has been 
our lot for the last 2,000 years - "every generation that does not merit having rebuilt the temple is as if they had 
destroyed it" is testimony to the painful loss of Aharon.  While the weekly Torah reading is of much later origin it 
is not coincidental that the dating of Aharon's death is always read in the week in which Rosh Chodesh Av occurs. 
The righteous in their death are considered alive.  We can revive Aharon by following in his footsteps of pursuing 
peace.  If we do so we will merit the fulfillment of the prophecy of Zacharia (8:19) - "The fast of the fifth month 
(the 9th of Av), will be for joy and gladness, love, truth and peace."  

Rabbi Biber’s Message—continued from page 2 
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Shachrit, Mincha & Maariv will take place at shul; programs and readings will take place via Zoom. 
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Schedule for Daily/Shabbat               Services & Shabbat Candlelighting
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Schedule for Daily/Shabbat               Services & Shabbat Candlelighting 
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From the Catering Department 

 I’m enjoying my summer so much.  I’m a summer person and summer for me can be all year round.  I 
never say it’s too hot.  I go for a walk, although I do spend a lot of time indoors where it’s air conditioned.  But 
I love walking outside.  I like the sounds of summer.  The birdschirping and the squirrels running around.  I 
always seem to be looking around for something I didn’t see before.  When the leaves start filling in on all the 
trees I know it’s really summer.  Even the evergreens look fuller to me. 

 I love the way summer smells…someone’s bar-b-que tempts me to light up my grill.  It’s funny how 
cooking on an outside grill makes things more casual than at the stove inside.  And I think everything tastes 
better.  Maybe we’re just not as fussy.  There’s no getting away from it, I’m a summer person, even though I 
tolerate the other seasons.   

 I also get to see my neighbors.  I used to entertain more in the summer, much easier - paper plates in 
particular.  As much a I love summertime, I don’t think I would want it year round.  But I’m not about to 
change anything so I guess I’ll enjoy this luscious weather while I can. 

 I can’t wait till I can get back to shul.  I miss seeing everyone and talking to someone other my 
immediate family.  I hope everyone stays well and that it won’t be too long till we all see each other again and 
not worry about whether it’s safe to do so.  These times are very strange indeed.   

 How about a little laugh or at least a chuckle!  I’ve said this before but it’s worth repeating:  “I don’t 
need to write that down, I’ll remember it.(Hah)."  If G-d wanted me to touch my toes,  He would have put them 
on my knees.  Now for a quick little smile:  David and Michael spent the night at their grandparents.  At 
bedtime the boys recited their evening prayer before going to sleep.  The youngest said the Shmah and than 
began shouting: “I pray for a bicycle, I pray for a laptop and Nintendo.”  His older brother asked him: ”why are 
you shouting, God isn’t deaf?”  “I know”  he answered, “but Bubbe is.” 

                 
         Till we meet again,  
           Shirley Derdiger 
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Sisterhood Helps Build 

Do you have a personal announcement, simcha, thanks, congratulations or yahrzeit 
that you would like to share with your Shul family? Consider putting your words to 
work with Sisterhood Helps Build. Contact the Shul office or drop your message in 
the Sisterhood folder in the Shul office.  Donations are $5 for your personal  
message. 

 We want to thank the Gutstein clan, 
who make up 40% of our daily 
minyan.  Without their noble effort 
to come to every service, we would 
not have had a twice-daily minyan 
since we reopened the Shul (and 
even before it closed), except for 
Shabbos morning.  Even with their 
help, we are still struggling for our 
10th man--please help! A special 
Yasher Koach to Yonah, Caleb, Eyal, 
and Dan.    

  Paul and Marcia Kramer 
 

 Thank you for the many cards, 
letters, calls, donations and well 
wishes on the passing of my beloved 
husband Mort. His memory will 
always be for a blessing and I 
appreciate that you remembered 
him so fondly.  

  Debby Goodman 

Tu B’Av - The 15th Day of Av 

Tu B’Av , this year August 5, is both an ancient and modern holiday. Originally a post-biblical day of joy, it served 
as a matchmaking day for unmarried women in the Second Temple period (before the fall of Jerusalem in 70 C.E.). 
Tu B’Av was almost unnoticed in the Jewish calendar for many centuries but it has been rejuvenated in recent 
decades, especially in the modern state of Israel. In its modern incarnation it is gradually becoming a Hebrew-

Jewish Day of Love, slightly resembling Valentine’s Day in English-speaking countries.  For almost 19 centuries 
— between the destruction of Jerusalem and the re-establishment of Jewish independence in the State of 
Israel in 1948 — the only commemoration of Tu B’Av was that the morning prayer service did not include 
the penitence prayer (Tahanun).  

There is no way to know exactly how early Tu B’Av began. The first mention of this date is in 
the Mishnah (compiled and edited in the end of the second century), where Rabban Shimon ben Gamliel is quoted 
saying: 

“There were no better (i.e., happier) days for the people of Israel than the Fifteenth of Av 
and Yom Kippur, since on these days the daughters of Israel/Jerusalem go out dressed in 
white and dance in the vineyards. What were they saying: Young man, consider whom you 
choose (to be your wife)?  (Ta’anit, Chapter 4) 

https://www.myjewishlearning.com/history/Ancient_and_Medieval_History/539_BCE-632_CE/Palestine_Under_Persian_Rule_I/Palestine_Under_Persian_Rule_II/Second_Temple.shtml
https://www.myjewishlearning.com/holidays/About_Holidays/Types_of_Holidays/Fiveyearcalendar/solarlunar.shtml
https://www.myjewishlearning.com/holidays/Jewish_Holidays/Modern_Holidays/Tu_BAv/Celebrating_Love.shtml?HYJH
https://www.myjewishlearning.com/holidays/About_Holidays/Non-Jewish_Holidays/Valentines_Day.shtml
https://www.myjewishlearning.com/article/the-temple-its-destruction/
https://www.myjewishlearning.com/israel.shtml
https://www.myjewishlearning.com/israel.shtml
https://www.myjewishlearning.com/texts/Liturgy_and_Prayers/Siddur_Prayer_Book/Tahanun.shtml
https://www.myjewishlearning.com/texts/Rabbinics/Talmud/Mishnah.shtml
https://www.myjewishlearning.com/holidays/Jewish_Holidays/Yom_Kippur.shtml
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Fast of 17th of Tammuz Schedule 

Thursday, July 9, 2020 

Fast begins: 4:12am 

Shacharit & Selichot 6:45am 

Mincha/Maariv: 6:25am 

Fast ends after 9:03pm 
The 17th of Tammuz commemorates the fall of Jerusalem prior to the destruction 

of the Holy Temple. This also marks the beginning of a 3-week national period of 

mourning, leading up to Tisha B'Av.  

Please get your articles in for the shul bulletin! 
If you have a program, announcement or event, please get your information to the Shul Bulletin so 

everyone will know about it! Please send your electronic submissions to the editor at 

bulletin@ljcagbi.org or submit a hard copy to the Shul office before the deadline (September-October 

2020 issue Sunday, August 16, 2020). All material is subject to approval by the Shul office and may be 

edited for space or content. Inserts must also be approved by the Shul office before inclusion in the 

Bulletin. Please call the Shul office at 847.676.0491 for further details. 


